Public Relations as Community-Building
Then and Now
By Burton St. John III

hen one seeks to understand the place of
public relations in our country's history, one immediately runs into at least two problems: What
exactly is public relations? Once you have defined
it, how can you show public relations actually
shaping developments? For the purposes of this
article, the first problem will be looked at briefly —
there is at least one definition that will suit our
needs. Primarily, I will focus on how PR, during the
massive westward expansion of the railroads,
played a key part in facilitating the development of
new American communities {the term "puhlic relations," in fact, is considered to have first appeared
in the Association of American Railroads' Yearbook
of Railway Literature, in 1897). Then, we'll see how
that self-same expansion, and the accompanying
economic boon, ultimately led to the advent of the
muckrakers. We'll see how the muckrakers' influence contributed to a change in PR's focus from
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community-building to advocacy for big business.
Finally, this paper will show how PR's continuing
practice of business advocacy has left the door
open for another powerful entity to assume the
mantle of community-building — the media,
through the practice of public journalism.
Since the academic study of public relations began
in the 1920s, professionals have struggled with finding an adequate definition. Said Edward Bernays, the
first individual to teach a class in public relations:
Men in the profession of public relations are as
little ready or about to define their work as is
the general public... [yet] this profession has
developed from the status of circus stunts to
what is ohviously an important position in the
conduct of world's affairs (MacDougall, 558).
Consequently, literally dozens of definitions for
public relations exist in the literature. However, it is
my contention that Bernays provided the best definition in his early writings. Bernays describes PR's
key function as "the engineering of consent," or the
ability to get diverse individuals with varying perceptions and values to come to a "consent to a program or goal" {Bernays, 159). Newsom, Scott and Turk
have similarly referred to PR as a "broker for public
support of ideas, institutions and people" {33).
And there were plenty of opportunities for PR to
attempt to build consensus among American
publics in the late 1800s. Rex Harlow points out the
mix of increasing industrialization {e.g., the railroads) and "expansions in science, invention, commerce government, [and] communications" helped
contribute to rising complexities. Then, Harlow
makes an unmistakable allusion to how PR developed in great part to address fissions within
American communities:
Under the impact of these swiftly moving...
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developments, individuals and institutions of
all kinds were broken loose from their moorings and cast adrift upon a tide of uncertainty
and uneasiness... the elements of fear and
uncertainty made demands that brought public relations to the fore (5).
Cutlip, Center and Broom address how PR rose to
the occasion:
To state that public relations has evolved from
press-agentry, though a gross oversimplification
(my emphasis), contains a kernel of truth.
Systematic efforts to attract or divert public
attention are as old as efforts to persuade and
propagandize. Much of what we define as public relations was labeled press-agentry when it
was being used to promote land settlement in
our unsettled west {32).
However, when addressing the push westward
and the related need to build new western communities, PR faced an almost paradoxical situation;
the westward move emphasized individualism. Says
McDougall, "There was a struggle for existence, and
the fittest did survive. Self-reliance... did flourish.
Pioneers had to look to their own resources and
efforts" {142). How could PR address the need for
community-building in the new West, yet still respect individualism? One answer could be found in
PR's attempts to further settlements near expanding railroad lines. PR's attempts to reach large
groups of individuals and persuade them to move
west would literally establish a public — a public of
individuals. John Peters refers to this persuasion
when he wrote, "...These representations can then
invite [a dispersed people] to act as a unified body.
This is where rhetoric comes in: it is the means of
articulating common identity and belief" {17-18).

The Railroad's Use of Public Relations to
Promote Land Settlement
It would be difficult to pick one moment where
public relations established its presence and value
within the railroad industry. However, one can make
the case that the 1869 completion of the transcontinental railroad at Promontory Point, Utah, was
PR's first high-profile opportunity. As guests and
media were entertained with speeches, alcohol and
the whistles of four locomotives, a golden spike
was driven into the last tie. The news was immediately telegraphed coast-to-coast. Notes Stover in
The Life and Decline of the American Railroad, "A
seven-mile parade began to move in Chicago,
dozens of firebells rang out in San Francisco, and a
magnetic ball dropped from a pole on top of the
Capitol dome in Washington, D.C." {53).
Coming off of this success, PR was seen as a valuable aid to the railroads as they moved west and
needed to sell government-granted lands to setSpring 1998

tlers. In fact, at one point shortly after the
Promontory Point celebration, the railroads had
full title to more than 133 million acres, the majority of it in states west of the Mississippi (Stover, 60).
The railroads also understood, from earlier westward movements, that "many people traveled in
caravans and settled as communities, although
each family claimed its own plot of land" {Etizoni,
118). They also understood what historian Ray
Allen Billington noted that these individual communities could be persuaded to act in an almost
concerted manner:
The migrations that peopled California and
the Oregon country in the 1840s were induced
not only hy the usual impulses to escape an
uncongenial homeland — but by one of the
most effective promotional campaigns in history (Cutlip, 140-41).
Historian J. Valerie Fifer refers to the same power
of PR, when she says:
Together the transport, tourist, and information industries played a crucial role in Western
development... All brought new settlement...
into the West... and stimulated the growth of
a new spirit of American nationalism (141).

Both the Burlington and Illinois
Central railroads paid for
books and newspaper and
magazine articles that were to
appear to be unbiased accounts.
Many of the early persuasive approaches taken
by the railroads in the 1870s were covert. The railroads used lobbyists and secret press agents to
make their claims for routes and the related lands.
Both the Burlington and Illinois Central railroads
paid for books and newspaper and magazine articles that were to appear to be unbiased accounts.
These lines would also pay for making reprints of
the favorable articles and having them sent to
thousands of media and VIPs — one mailing list
had more than 30,000 "influentials."
A shift happened in the early 1880s. Because of
the secrecy, efforts to reach key opinion leaders and
media were highly complicated, and a little too
narrow. So, it's no surprise that Railway Age, a trade
journal, established a "Bureau of Information,"
that would send settlement-related information to
both the targeted "influentials" and the general
public. The railroads moved toward increasingly
overt contact with the media and began setting up
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their own 30-to-40-person staffs to crank out stories, advertisements and pamphlets.
The desire to reach outward for as large an audience as possible slowly became the practice.
Burlington's Charles Russell Lowell said, "We are
beginning to find that he who buildeth a railroad
west of the Mississippi must also find a population... We wish to hlow as loud a trumpet as the
merits of our position warrants (149)." Consequently, Burlington built a PR campaign through
the writings of J. D. Butler, a newspaper correspondent and lecturer. Butler was a late-1880s version of
Charles Kurault. He would travel extensively
throughout Iowa and Nebraska and write about the
common man's life. His letters were not only
shared with the media in the eastern U.S., but also
shipped over to the British press. Burlington also
took his writings and turned them into pamphlets,
circulars and posters. These writings were also
given to advance men in England who shared the
news about the good life in the American west with
roomfulls of emigrants who "paid for their night's
lodging hy attending" the speech (151).
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe (ATSF) took
these approaches and added a few innovative
touches. They worked with European colonization
agencies, land companies and steamship lines to
attract European immigrants. The ATSF started a
branch office in London and distributed more than
300,000 pamphlets in various languages throughout Western Europe {Bryant, 67). Stateside, pamphlets and brochures extolling Kansas were given to
dozens of agents, who would distribute this info in
Illinois, Iowa and other nearly states. ATSF would
also hold "colonization meetings" where it offered
free or low-cost trips to Kansas. In fact, ATSF was
able to get a delegation of 225 journalists to proclaim the ATSF lands as the "Garden of the West."
Even more innovative was ATSF's use of the
Philadelphia Centennial in 1876:
The ATSF sent a large display of Kansas crops
to the fair, and a new pamphlet was issued for
circulation in Philadelphia. Forty-six pages
long, "How and Where to Get a Living. A
Sketch of 'The Garden of the West'" sang the
praises of the land grant.... President J.A.
Anderson of the Kansas State Agricultural
College praised the land, and urged farmers to
see it for themselves because it was "the best
thing in the West" {Bryant, 67).
Further north, the Northern Pacific (NP) Railroad
was not going to fall behind. As early as 1870, the
NP held a special promotional ride for 150 VIPs
from New York to San Francisco. NP set up a small
printing office on the train and, when local, general and world news was telegraphed in at a designated stop, the printing office would compose a
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small newspaper and hand it out to all on board.
The NP also took the newspapers and mailed them
to other influentials across the country, generating
significant publicity (Bernays, 59).
Where ATSF had emphasized the natural attraction of their lands, NP preferred to focus on the
need for colonization. When Congress, in 1871,
passed a homestead act for veterans, NP set up a
bureau of immigration. This bureau handed out
pamphlets extolling the need to organize colonies.
NP also offered to assist veterans with reduced
transportation rates, the selling of building materials at wholesale prices and even offered to build
reception houses! Essentially, NP's promotional literature was designed to appeal to an individual's
desire for a new beginning that would not only be
a good move, but an economically smart move.
NP's pamphlets emphasized the benefits of colonization; the Guide to the Lands of the Northern
Pacific Railroad offered:

The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe started a branch
office in London and
distributed more than 300,000
pamphlets in various languages
throughout Western Europe.
The Boston colonists who are rearing their
homes on the shores of beautiful Detroit Lake
in Minnesota can ship their grain to market at
as low rates as the farmers who live in
Dubuque, 188 miles from Chicago.... With
cheap transportation, with [fertile] soil... there
must be a corresponding increase in the value
of the land, and the settler who secures a farm
of 160 acres now may be sure of an advance of
several hundred percent for his investment a
few years hence. {Cutlip, 157)
Another major player in the growth of railroad
PR was the Union Pacific (UP). UP took many of
the same approaches as Burlington and ATSF
within a "Go West" promotion. Its emphasis on
affordable, productive land as the basis for new
communities attracted many immigrants, including those seeking religious freedom, like
Mennonites (Nelson, 21). UP also hired one of the
best publicists of the westward movement —
Robert E. Strahorn. A former Indian wars corespondent for the New York Times and the Chicago
Tribune, Strahorn also had done some freelance
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publicity writing over the years for the Denver and
Rio Grande railroads. UP's jay Gould hired Strahorn
to start a publicity bureau in both Denver and
Omaha. Under Strahorn's guidance, the bureau put
out The New West Illustrated, full of information tailored for westward emigrants. He also insured the
bureau wrote publicity pieces to papers throughout
the country — in one summer alone, the Omaha
Republican printed 45 columns from his bureau.

Although VanderbOt denied ever
saying anything like "the
public be damned," the story
received nationwide attention
and set the stage for a reform
movement within the U.S.
Strahorn's approach emphasized the new West as
the place to build a new world, with resulting new
wealth. Says historian Oliver Knight:
Strahorn's emphasis on guidebooks differentiated him from other publicists. His job was
not to publicize the Union Pacific but the
entire West, not to sell UP lands but to attract
settlers who would create freight tonnages and
passenger revenues. His propaganda... was the
kind that contributed to the urbanization and
industrialization through which the developing West was absorbed into the economic
nationalization of America (165-66).
What was the result of these railroads' unabashed
boosterism? One early indicator was the immediate
growth of population and communities along the
new rail lines. "Towns sprang up as the line progressed," wrote Keith Bryant about the ATSF, "many
of the sites were developed by the company, but railroad facilities were meager at best.... Nevertheless,
the towns flourished." In the 1870s alone, Kansas'
population swelled from 360,000 to 990,000. In
1870, ATSF's gross earnings were $182,580; by 1874
that had increased to $1.2 million, and then to
$8.5 million in 1880. In that same year, Burlington's
campaign had resulted in the sale of more than three
quarters of their Iowa and Nebraska grants. In total,
most, if not all, of the 155 million acres deeded to
the railroads had been sold by the late 1890s.
The railroads had done the job of bringing people
to new communities in the West, said John Stover:
In the generation after the Civil War the
prairies, the high plains and the plateaus...
were to see the rapid building of thousands of
miles of railroad, and the coming of millions
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of new pioneers and settlers. The railroads
came first and quickly pulled the people into
the territories that would be states (61).
By the turn of the century, the railroad industry's
power was indisputable. Politically, the railroads
had built significant lobbyist connections with
state governments, the Congress and the Executive
Branch. The extensive land grants had eventually
lined the pockets of the railroads with millions of
dollars — money which was, in turn, used to continue lobbying politicians. In addition, legislators
were also influenced by the outcome of the railroad
PR's "community-building." Mountfield notes that
politicians were reluctant to criticize the railroads
because society, in general, viewed the industry as
"the harbingers of civilization" (120). In fact, rather
than scrutinize the railroads, many legislators were
quick to accommodate the industry, so that their
"own town or district was not left in the unrailroaded wasteland."
The railroad's almost unbridled power created arrogance within the industry. Farmers were being routinely gouged by excessive railroad rates — short
hauls were especially expensive (Bryant, 55). Politicians, for several years, turned deaf ears to constituent complaints about railroad abuses. To many
historians, the epitome of railroad hubris was the
interview between New York Central Railroad's
William Henry Vanderbilt and two Chicago
reporters on a train enroute to Chicago in October,
1882. The New York Times account of the interview:
"Does your limited express pay?"
"No, not a bit of it. We only run it because we
are forced to do so by the activities of the
Pennsylvania Road... We would abandon it if it
was not for our competitor keeping its train on."
"But don't you run it for the public benefit?"
"The public be damned. What does the public
care for railroads except to get as much out of
them for as small consideration as possible....
When we make a move, we do it because it is
in our interest to do so, not because we expect
to do somebody some good. (Cutlip, 189)
Although Vanderbilt denied ever saying anything
like "the public be damned," the story received
nationwide attention and set the stage for a reform
movement within the U.S. (Cutlip, 190; Bernays, 52).
Both the public and the media were growing tired
of the railroad industry's belief that it was "answerable to no one and [was] immune to pressure from
government, labor or public opinion" (Newsom,
40). So came the muckrakers, and, with their
appearance, a change in the evolving nature of PR.

The Muckrakers and PR's Switch to
Corporate Advocacy
By the turn of the century, the media reacted to
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the huge imbalance between private industry (and
its power) and the common man. In particular,
investigative reports like Ida Tarbell, Upton Sinclair
and Ray Stannard Baker — referred to as muckrakers by Teddy Roosevelt — began writing extensive
exposes of corruption in corporate America. A significant change happened, says PR historian Ray
Heibert:

More than 2,000 muckraking
articles appeared in magazines
that reached a distribution
of about 5 million copies
(during a time when there
were only 20 million
families in the U.S.).
A reversal was taking place, largely as the
result of a new kind of communication that
appealed to mass man: "yellow journalism"
with its practice of "muckraking." This gave to
anti-industrial groups... a new power over
public opinion that allowed them to counterbalance the might of the industrial captains...
even bringing into question the basic idea of free
enterprise (my italics) (Kruckeberg, 5).
From 1903-1912, the muckrakers reached American readers in unparalleled numhers. More than
2,000 muckraking articles appeared in magazines
that reached a distribution of about 5 million
copies (during a time when there were only 20 million families in the U.S.) (Chalmers, 11-15). Riding
a wave of the disaffection, and the economic disenfranchisement, of the common man, muckrakers
sought out more than corruption and malfeasance
in the business world. These journalists reflected a
concern in the U.S. that the ahsolute power of the
few was disintegrating society. Said Chalmers, "They
described a condition in which all of the individual
parts seemed to conspire against the whole.... The
muckrakers seemed to be explaining... the moral
disintegration of a whole society" (13).
The railroads, with their extensive web of political and economic power, were seen as prime targets
by the muckrackers. In fact, the muckrakers
unveiled the seamy side of the railroads — the rate
inequities, their setting rates for farmers' products,
their influence in setting land values and their
bribing of politicians (Filler, 203-05). Reporters for
Leslie's, The Nation, The Arena and The Science
Monthly also detailed scandalous problems con38

cerning railroad accident rates. Ray Stannard Baker,
writing for McClure's, found that the massive trusts
built their wealth on the ownership of the highly
profitable railroads. In fact. Baker believed that,
unless Congress passed some effective restraints,
the railroads might be ripe for government
takeover as the only sure way to eliminate abuse. In
sum, the more the muckrakers looked, the more
they discovered. Christopher Connolly, writing for
Collier's, found:
That the railroads were involved in corruption. Where they did not cause it, they at least
sought a share of the profits. They were everywhere exploiting mineral resources and seeking possession of public lands. In West
Virginia... the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
dominate the legislature.... The Southern
Pacific was the real government of California
(Chalmers, 29-30).
In the face of such massive exposes, the railroads
were rightfully nervous. If the public continued to
see only pictures of railroad corruption, could
nationalization of their industry be far behind?
Accordingly, their use of PR changed. Gone were
the days of using PR to disseminate information to
the public in an attempt to build western communities. In its place came advocacy PR, best exemplified by the railroads' turning to the Publicity Bureau
to fight off government regulation. The railroads
retained this Bureau, considered the forerunner of
the modern PR agency. The Bureau, which opened
branches in several major U.S. cities, and also stationed employees in South Dakota and California,
attempted to directly reach reporters and editors
with railroad propaganda. This approach, say
Cutlip, Center and Broom, shows one of PR's first
attempts to use "the tools of fact-finding, publicity,
and personal contact to saturate the nation's
press... with the railroad's propaganda" (33).
Ivy Ledbetter Lee, considered by many experts to
be the father of modern-day puhlic relations,
assisted in efforts to defend the railroad industries.
While retained by Pennsylvania Railroad, Lee wrote
a Declaration of Principles that clearly show the
new advocacy approach. A key part of the
Principles reads:
We aim to supply news... In brief, our plan is,
frankly and openly, on behalf of our business
concerns and public institutions, to supply the
press and public of the United States prompt
and accurate information concerning subjects,
which is of value and interest of the public to
know about (Nelson, 31).
From this course of events we can see in action
the adage "for every action, there is a reaction." In
essence, the rise of the muckrakers, and their
relentless attacks against the railroads, caused the
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railroad industry to seek out PR as a way of defending itself. When this happened, PR as a community-building instrument became a secondary
concern. Henry Adams, in 1902, writing on the
railroad's dilemma, best summed up their thinking
when he said, "The task of publicity is to allay [the
public's] suspicion... Indeed for whatever point of
view from which the trust problem is considered,
publicity stands as the first step in its solution
(Bernays, xxx)." Kruckeberg and Starck observe
that:
Thus, what really prompted the birth of contemporary public relations... was the reaction
against the muckrakers with their new power
to communicate with the masses.... If publicity was being used to effectively to attack business, why could it not be used equally well to
explain and defend business? (6)
What of PR and
Community-Building Today?
In the case of the western expansion of the railroads, we've seen that PR helped attract settlers and
build communities through widespread publicity
techniques. We've also witnessed how railroad PR
abruptly changed course toward corporate advocacy in the face of the muckrakers.
At this late date, is there a case that can be made
for PR to once again assume a community-building
role? There are some recent developments that
point to that very possibility, especially if one looks
at the recent rise of another phenomenon —public
journalism.
First, the sense of community that was once
known in this country is slowly crumbling, say
Kruckeberg and Starck. Modern U.S. society, with
its high premium placed on technology, is witnessing a corresponding isolating effect. Technological
communications developments like the television,
the computer and the telephone all tend to move
individuals away from community interaction.
Two-way communication, however, can help make
sense of the information flowing within a community and can help develop a healthier social
structure (70).
PR, with its firm grounding in communications
approaches, is well positioned to take an active step
in facilitating the two-way flow of communications
within a community. Kruckeberg and Starck maintain that the modern PR practitioner can —
through being an effective communication facilitator — successfully overcome the weaker sense of
community. However, for now, PR, according to
Kruckeberg and Starck, hasn't recovered from the
defensive "information-dispensing" role adopted
in the face of the muckrakers' assault. They speak
of this when they write:
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The transmission view of communication connotes doing something communicatively —
persuading? advocating? — to someone else.
The competing model, which indeed probably
predates the other, stresses the "communal" or
"communitarian" aspect of communication....
This model connotes doing something with
someone.... Public relations early adopted —
and has continued to apply — the transmission model of communication... rooted in
persuasion and advocacy rather than principles based on social involvement and participation (62-63).
With PR abdicating the role it once played in
mixing communication with community-building,
another powerful entity has recently stepped forward to begin filling the gap. Communication historian Rohert E. Parks has written that "the
newspaper... is the great medium of communication within the city, and it is on the basis of the
information it supplied that public opinion rests
(60)." However, other communication theorists,
including John Dewey, have written that printed
communication alone is hut a precursor to community-building around an issue or event.

With PR abdicating the role
it once played in mixing
communication with
community-building,
another powerful entity has
recently stepped forward
to begin HUing the gap.
Hence the recent public journalism (PJ) movement among several newspapers in the U.S. With
PJ, the newspaper attempts to be more than "information-dispenser." PJ is an attempt by newspapers
to be part of the dialogue within a community,
essentially facilitating discussion and helping to
mold consensus and further decision-making.
Recently, James Carey, professor of journalism at
Columbia University, described PJ in this way :
If journalism is not actively engaged in
enhancing and forming a democratic public —
in debate, disputations, arguments and...
things done outside of the realm of surveillance — it's at odds with its original purpose
(Klotzer).
And Cole Campbell, the editor of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, has identified a similar way of look39

ing at PJ's role, which sounds very close to some of
the opportunities Kruckeberg and Starck have identified for PR:
I like what Buzz Merritt of the Wichita Eagle
has said about a successful community. He
says a successful community is one whose
members know what's going on and take
responsibility for it. So to me public journalism is a way of making both of those things
happen.... You also need to get below the
event-driven news agenda to find out what's
truly happening in a community (Bishop).
How does one get a clear idea of just what PJ is?
Campbell's definition seems to be mostly accurate.
However, at this early stage, PJ is mostly visible
through certain "event-driven" activities. The
Akron Beacon-Journal asked readers to sign racial
progress cards vowing to work for racial harmony.
The Spokesman Review in Spokane enticed communities, by offering pizza, to have backyard gettogethers to discuss the issues that concern their
neighborhoods. Several California dailies promoted
gang peace summits to try to find an answer to
escalating violence.
Without too much imagination, one can easily
picture a business, government organization or
non-profit group offering any of these PJ activities
as a PR program (and many similar-sounding programs have been offered through PR involvement
— the award-winning gun buy-back program held
a couple of years ago in St. Louis immediately comes
to mind).
What is likely happening here is that PJ has identified both the continuing need for dialogue facilitation within a community, as the part this
dialogue plays in community-building. In the
meantime PR has not, in large part, made a turn off
the road of "information-dissemination" first
widely followed in reaction to the muckrakers. The
earlier use of PR to build communities along the
westward railroad development shows that PR can
fulfill what Baskin and Aronoff describe as the third
stage of development — mutual influence and
understanding:
In this most recent stage, public relations
accepts the responsihilities of [informationdissemination], but also provides information
and counsel to management of the nature and
realities of public opinion and methods by
which the organization can establish policy,
make decisions and take action in light of public
opinion (my italics) (29).
It's this interaction with the community (and the
related community-building) that PR needs to investigate. Otherwise, PR might have to resign itself to
continue primarily with information-dissemination. If so, the media, through public journalism, is
40

already preparing to fill the need for dialogue facilitation and related community-building.
PRQ
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